Using Lasers to Characterize Structure and Properties of Materials used in
the Energy Industry
In this presentation I will discuss recent efforts to characterize both material
microstructure and materials properties using laser ultrasonics and laser-based
thermal wave imaging. Three examples will be given that are germane to the
energy industry. The first involves using laser resonant ultrasound to perform insitu characterization of grain restructuring in nuclear fuel surrogates. The second
example involves using picosecond ultrasonics to character subsurface grain
structure in model fuel cell materials. The third example involves using laserbased thermal wave imaging to characterize the influence of individual
microstructural features on thermal transport in ion irradiated oxide fuel surrogates.
This discussion will be followed by a brief discussion of plans to implement
similar experiments to characterize nuclear fuel under neutron irradiation inside
test reactors run by the Department of Energy.
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